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Abstract 
In this article, we showcase an analytical platform developed by the National 

Information Processing Institute (OPI PIB) and share the rationale behind its design. We 
also draw attention more broadly to the benefits of analytical platforms for the science 
and higher education sector. We demonstrate how analytical tools other than popular 
licensed business intelligence systems can be utilised by research organisations and 
decision-makers. We offer a brief comparison between licensed business intelligence 
tools and on-premises analytical platforms. By including an extensive overview of the 
technical architecture of our own software solution, we provide readers with a ready-to-
use guide to the organisation of different layers of analytical platforms that can be 
integrated easily in any IT environment. Finally, we describe an implementation of the 
OPI PIB analytical platform for the purpose of the Genderaction project, which was 
financed as part of the Horizon 2020 programme of the European Union. By presenting 
data on women in science and higher education, the platform promotes progress towards 
the implementation of gender equality in research and innovation. 

1 Introduction 
Analytical platforms for data analysis and visualisation are becoming increasingly popular. We 

define an analytical platform as a unified solution that combines technologies to meet specific business 
needs across the end-to-end analytics life cycle. Such platforms also incorporate data storage, 
management, and preparation, as well as other data analytics processes. 

As new digital data is generated, analytical platforms have assumed a deeper role in informing 
decision-making processes (Williamson 2018). In the context of research and education, analytical 
platforms are used to support research communities and policy makers by gathering research data or 
statistics, by introducing interoperability standards for benchmarking purposes (such as the evaluation 
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of scientific achievements) locally, nationally, and internationally, and by making it quicker and more 
efficient for end-users to draw conclusions and make data-driven decisions. 

The HESA analytical platform of the Higher Education Statistics Agency in the United Kingdom 
(HESA)† is notable, as it offers information on all aspects of the country’s higher education landscape. 
Eurostat offers databases and dashboards‡ that present public statistics on research, innovation, and 
tertiary education. In Poland, the RAD-on platform§ —an information system comprising reports, 
analyses, and data on higher education and science (Michajłowicz et al. 2018; Protasiewicz et al. 2019; 
Protasiewicz et al. 2021)—offers advanced solutions. It incorporates a dashboard that presents statistics 
on higher education and research in Poland as interactive tables and graphs.  

In this article, we showcase an analytical platform developed on-premises by the National 
Information Processing Institute (OPI PIB) and share our experiences in designing its architecture. We 
also discuss the benefits of such analytical platforms for science and higher education. We intend to 
demonstrate how analytical tools other than popular licensed business intelligence systems can be 
designed and used by research organisations and policy-makers. 

 
The contributions of this research paper are as follows: 

• A comparison between licensed business intelligence (BI) tools and on-premises analytical 
platforms. 

• A case study of the analytical platform built by OPI PIB that focuses on its architecture 
and key functionalities.  

First, in section 2, we explore the differences between BI tools and on-premises analytical platforms. 
In the Technical description of an analytical platform section 3, we describe the platform built by the 
team at OPI PIB in detail, demonstrating its scalability and suitability for various data processing 
challenges. Then, in the Implementation example section 4, we demonstrate the platform's 
functionalities as they were used in an international project on gender equality in science and 
innovation. Finally, the Conclusion section 5 offers a summary of cases in which analytical platforms 
are preferable to licensed BI software. 

2 Differences between business intelligence tools and analytical 
platforms 

Business intelligence platforms are applications that are used to analyse data and gain new insights 
into business. The term, business intelligence was introduced by Howard Dresner of the Gartner Group 
in 1989 (Power, 2007). According to the Gartner Group (Richardson et al. 2020), the leading software 
vendors in the field are currently Microsoft, Tableau, and Qlik. The potential advantages and 
disadvantages of different BI solutions are summarised in the Gartner Group report and in the Gartner 
Magic Quadrant (see Figure 1). 

 
† Website: https://www.hesa.ac.uk. 
‡ Website: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/main/data. 
§ Website: https://radon.nauka.gov.pl/ (English version available). 



 
Although almost all BI tools offer data extraction, storage, and analysis, they are often differentiated 

by their data visualisation capabilities. Their main customers are large enterprises that use BI reporting 
functionalities to analyse their own businesses. The majority of user of such tool are employees of the 
those organisations. 

From the perspective of public institutions, the primary disadvantages of BI software are prohibitive 
licensing costs and the inaccessibility of its source code. Licensing costs serve to make data less 
accessible to the public, which works against the open government data policies; the lack of access to 
source code creates difficulties in tailoring services to the specific needs of end-users. 

BI tools are typically priced on one of two bases: per user and as licenses for hardware (CPU 
licenses). According to the official price lists of the top BI software providers, the average environment 
cost is two million dollars; however, the total cost of ownership could grow by up to 20% with each 
year of use. Similarly, the costs of cloud BI solutions are high and difficult to forecast.  

OPI PIB, a research institute that delivers IT services to other institutions in the science and higher 
education sector, has developed an alternative to BI software. The institute’s analytical platform can 
operate free of licensing costs and on any website. The system has been used in the RAD-on platform 
to generate reports on the higher education and science sector in Poland, and in the Genderaction Data 
Dashboard, which presents statistics on gender equality in Europe. 

Initially, the software integrated only static files; its creators were later able to integrate it with a 
corporate data warehouse (compare Figure 2 and Figure 3). 

Figure 1. Gartner Magic Quadrant for Analytics and BI Platforms 



1. Basic integration (static files only) 

 

2. Enterprise integration (full integration with corporate data warehouse) 

 
 

3 A technical description of the analytical platform 
In this section, we focus on the backend of the OPI PIB analytical platform. Its core comprises an 

HTML page or an output file that contains a graphical representation of data that is edited by data 
analysts to produce individual reports. The data presented in a single report can be sourced from 
relational databases, CSV, or XLSX files. These reports can be then displayed on public or private web 
pages. 

To control the structure of the reports’ dependencies, the architecture of the analytical platform has 
been divided into four abstract layers: connectors, cache, query, and reports. The relationships between 
the layers are presented in Figure 4. 

Figure 2. Basic integration 

Figure 3. Enterprise integration 



 

 
 

3.1 Architecture layers 
 
Each layer is responsible for managing one type of object. The responsibilities of the individual 

layers are as follows: 

1. Connectors layer: enables the definition and management of connections to external data 
sources. In the case of a relational database, the connector is the pool of connections to any 
database, such as Oracle or MySQL. 

2. Cache layer: the analytical platform incorporates a local H2 database that can store copies 
of data from external sources. This provides faster access to data, as it is unnecessary for 
such systems to continuously poll the source servers. The use of the cache is optional, as 
the system also enables the execution of reports and queries directly from the source 
databases. 

3. Query layer: enables the definition and execution of queries. A query object comprises a 
connector object reference, an SQL query, and an optional set of named parameters. If the 
query is parameterised, the values of the parameters defined should be passed when 
running the query. This enables the creation of filters to be used in each unique report. Any 
request to execute a query should also contain one or more definitions of so-called 
‘outputs’, which instruct the system how to process a query result. The most common 
outputs involve returning data in an HTTP response, saving data to a file, and returning 
query statistics. Each output allows direct interaction with the query layer. The system also 
uses the transfer of data to the next layer (the report that uses a query’s results) internally. 

4. Reports layer: contains the report definitions. A report specification is a complex object 
for which a set is defined that comprises a list of queries to be used in the report, a list of 

Figure 4. Analytical platform architecture 



report parameters that coincides with the parameters of previously-declared queries, and a 
report section list. In the process of generating the report, specification objects are 
transformed into result objects that contain data to be presented to the end-user. A key 
element of this layer is the frontend rendering engine, which converts result objects into 
ready pages that present the corresponding report to end-users.  

Usually, in a process of preparing a report, a data analyst is responsible for providing an SQL query 
or xlsx file containing relevant data. As a result, a cache is created. Another query of the cached data 
transforms a simple data table into a dynamic report with filters.  

3.2 Reports layer 
 
A report is an object that integrates the elements defined in the previous application layers. 

Interdependencies are created between these objects and those defined inside the report, such as 
parameters or sections. To understand how the reports layer works, it is necessary to understand these 
interdependencies and their implications; changing one element of a report often requires that other 
elements that depend on it be changed accordingly. Broadly, the report specification comprises the 
following parts: 

1. List of queries: the data that each report presents must be retrieved from a defined data 
source. This part of the report declares all queries from the query layer that the report 
uses to present the data. The result of running a single query can simultaneously be 
consumed by various report elements—for example, in the presentation of charts or 
tables, or in complete dictionaries of report parameters.  

2. List of report parameters: queries can be parameterised. This also applies to reports that 
are  based on the execution of such queries. In this part, a global list of all parameters 
that the report uses is declared. Such a list should be the sum of all parameters of the 
queries declared. 

3. Report section list: this is visible to the end-user who views a report. Each section of 
the report has its own specification (i.e. a description of how it is to be presented and 
what data it should use) and the resulting representation (i.e. a generated set of 
information on the basis of which the section can be presented to the end-user). For 
example, a chart section specification might include information that the chart contains 
two series, and data for them should be retrieved from queries A and B. The resulting 
representation will return a series list with the data already entered, without information 
on the queries from which this data has come, as it is irrelevant to the end-user. 

In order to create a ready-to-publish report, a data analyst uses this layer to add different 
functionalities of the report, such as filters or charts. Sections that can be used to present data are 
described below.  

3.3 Types of section 
 
Data analysts decide how to structure each report viewed by end-users. As different types of section 

perform different functions, each section contains an individual set of fields that control its behaviour 
and presentation. The most important sections are as follows: 

• Text section: accepts HTML code, so any text formatting is possible. 



• Filters section: used to interact with the report by filtering its parameters. The section 
specification contains information on what types of component should be displayed (e.g. 
multiple checkboxes, text boxes, or selections) and to what report parameters they connect. 

• Chart section: used to present various charts or maps that contain data from the queries 
declared in the queries part of a report. A chart can have one or more data series and each 
series can come from a different query. 

• Table section: used to present the data from a query in tabular form.  

• Summary tiles section: displays tiles that present numeric values that summarise a report. 

To summarise, the process of report creation is fairly simple. A data analyst uses SQL queries or 
even simple csv files to prepare datasets. The most important part is the parametrization of queries 
which enables users to interact with data in each final report. A data analyst can build many different 
reports using sections of the reports layer. As a result, a ready-to-publish dashboard can be implemented 
on the website.  

4 Implementation example 
The OPI PIB software has been used to develop reports on the higher education and science sector 

in Poland on the RAD-on platform and to implement a data dashboard that presents international 
statistics on women in science, higher education, and the research and development sector on the 
Genderaction project website.  Genderaction is financed as part of the European Union's Horizon 2020 
programme for promoting progress towards implementation of gender equality in research and 
innovation. 

The data dashboard comprises individual reports that present data retrieved from official Eurostat 
databases and XLSX files with that of the She Figures report (European Commission 2021). Figure 5 
depicts users' view of the data dashboard.  

 
 
 



 
 

Figure 5. An example of the Genderaction data dashboard 

To provide insight into chronological trends in the data, it was necessary that the OPI software be 
integrated with another layer in the data flow architecture. After retrieving data from Eurostat's rest 
API, the software’s creators analyse datasets in terms of their completeness. Due to breaks in time series 
for individual countries, it is necessary to implement estimation algorithms using R or Python to 
transform the initial datasets. The OPI tool enables significantly more flexibility in this regard than 
many BI tools on the market do.  

Each interactive report contains subsections (views) that present different aspects of the data in the 
form of charts or maps. Users can interact with datasets using filters, as well as downloading 
visualisations from each view (as PNG files) or sets of data as CSV or XLSX files. Each report contains 
a brief introduction and methodological clarifications. The development team applied the storytelling 
approach to data: the resulting data dashboard also offers insights into statistics and their meaning. 

Genderaction’s openness to the public and accessibility via the project website, as well as the variety 
of functionalities it incorporates, makes it a truly multipurpose tool. It can be used by a host of 
stakeholders, including national authorities and policy-makers, researchers, and experts interested in 



exploring statistics on women in science. The data dashboard is linked to the Genderaction project 
website. It can be found at: https://genderaction-data-dashboard.opi.org.pl 

5 Conclusions 
In this article, we have presented an alternative to standard BI tools that can be built and used by 

individual organisations.  
Although the importance of BI tools is increasing, they may, in some cases, be substituted for 

analytical platforms built by IT teams. It is our opinion that analytical platforms are preferable to BI 
tools when at least one of the factors outlined below are present. 

First, analytical platforms thrive when the potential number of end-users is large and difficult to 
forecast. This might be the case when a dashboard with open data must be displayed on a public website. 
Licensed commercial BI tools are much more costly when their user numbers are unlimited. 

Second, analytical platforms are preferable when it is necessary to adjust to the developing needs of 
end-users. Each type of BI software contains a unique set of features, and in most cases, that list is 
closed. Analytical platforms can be flexible and extensible to accommodate changes easily. 

Third, analytical platforms are much more useful than BI tools when the visual element of a 
dashboard is crucial—for example, when it must correspond to the design of a larger website. Most BI 
tools offer limited layouts, whereas analytical platforms can be easier to integrate with existing designs.  

The most significant obstacles for the development of analytical platforms are IT teams’ availability 
and their experience of building analytical tools. In the case of the higher education and science sector, 
this can be overcome when a single central agency is established and made responsible for providing 
IT services to other research organisations and governmental partners. 
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